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Integrated PET/MRI has shown significant clinical value for staging
and restaging of children with cancer by providing functional and
anatomic tumor evaluation with a 1-stop imaging test and with up
to 80% reduced radiation exposure compared with 18F-FDG PET/
CT. This article reviews clinical applications of 18F-FDG PET/MRI
that are relevant for pediatric oncology, with particular attention to
the value of PET/MRI for patient management. Early adopters from
4 different institutions share their insights about specific advantages
of PET/MRI technology for the assessment of young children with
cancer. We discuss how whole-body PET/MRI can be of value in
the evaluation of certain anatomic regions, such as soft tissues and
bone marrow, as well as specific PET/MRI interpretation hallmarks
in pediatric patients. We highlight how whole-body PET/MRI can
improve the clinical management of children with lymphoma, sar-
coma, and neurofibromatosis, by reducing the number of radiologic
examinations needed (and consequently the radiation exposure),
without losing diagnostic accuracy. We examine how PET/MRI can
help in differentiating malignant tumors versus infectious or inflamma-
tory diseases. Future research directions toward the use of PET/MRI
for treatment evaluation of patients undergoing immunotherapy and
assessment of different theranostic agents are also briefly explored.
Lessons learned from applications in children might also be extended
to evaluations of adult patients.
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Traditional 1-stop imaging tests, such as CT and PET/CT, are
associated with considerable radiation exposure and risk of secondary
cancer development later in life (1,2). This is particularly concerning

for children, as they are more sensitive to radiation effects than
adults are. Because advances in cancer therapy have significantly
improved survival in pediatric cancer patients, these patients now
live long enough to encounter secondary cancers (3–5). Integrated
PET/MRI provides cancer staging and restaging with up to 80%
reduced radiation exposure compared with PET/CT by replacing
CT with MRI for anatomic colocalization of radiotracer data (6).
Although many studies have addressed the technical aspects of a
PET/MRI examination, few studies have discussed how PET/MRI
can improve patient management compared with standard imaging
modalities. For this review article, we have assembled a team of
early adopters of pediatric PET/MRI from different backgrounds
(radiologists, nuclear medicine physicians, and researchers), differ-
ent hospitals, and different states or countries who summarize
important clinical–translational PET/MRI applications for children
with cancer and predisposition syndromes. This article focuses on
new developments in the field of PET/MRI, with particular atten-
tion to patient management.

CLINICAL APPLICATIONS OF PET/MRI IN CHILDREN WITH
CANCER AND NEUROFIBROMATOSIS TYPE 1

Special Considerations for PET/MRI of Children
PET/MRI of children under the age of 6 y usually requires seda-

tion or anesthesia to minimize patient motion. A significant benefit
of integrated PET/MRI compared with 2 separate examinations for
young children is a reduction in the number of sedations, which
reduces the risk of related complications, such as aspiration, and
adverse neurocognitive effects (7). In addition, the high soft-tissue
contrast provided by MRI can help in the differentiation of age-
dependent normal from abnormal findings.
One of the most common physiologic findings in the pediatric age

group is increased 18F-FDGuptake in theWaldeyer ring and cervical
lymph nodes. In patients with intrinsic high 18F-FDG activity in the
Waldeyer tonsillar ring,MRI can help to characterize normal tonsils.
Preserved tonsil morphologywith homogeneous signal intensity and
symmetric 18F-FDG uptake is likely benign, whereas globular tonsil
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enlargement or asymmetric 18F-FDG activity is concerning for
malignancy (Fig. 1).
Prominent benign cervical lymph nodes are common in children.

In children, the short-axis diameter is less than 15 mm for normal
level II lymph nodes and less than 10mm for all other cervical levels
(8). Vali et al. found increased 18F-FDG lymph node uptake in 29%
of patients who underwent PET/CT for non–head and neck tumors
(9). Benign lymph nodes had a lower SUVmax than malignant
lesions, with a mean SUVmax of 2.1 and 4.2, respectively. A sug-
gested SUVmax cutoff for benign lymph nodes was less than 3.2.
Diffusion-weighted imaging is helpful for identification of lymph
nodes, although it does not outperform size criteria for characteriza-
tion of malignant nodes (10–12).
The thymus has a variable appearance depending on age, phys-

iology, and treatment status. The normal thymus can be large in
young children and will have a homogeneous signal intensity and
convex borders in the youngest patients. The borders become
straight in older children and concave in adolescents (13). The
normal thymus usually has an SUVmax of less than 4 (14). During
chemotherapy, the thymus shrinks because of physiologic stress.
Within approximately 12 mo after treatment, there is a recovery
phase in which the thymus can enlarge up to 1.5 times the original
size and demonstrate increased 18F-FDG uptake. This thymic
rebound is often accompanied by bone marrow reconversion.
MRI can confirm that the thymus has a homogeneous signal
and lacks restricted diffusion (13).
Age-related changes are also seen in the pediatric bone marrow.

At birth, red marrow is seen throughout the skeleton. An orderly
conversion to yellow marrow follows a predicted course and is
most easily detected on non–fat-saturated T1-weighted images.
During the first year of life, the initial site of conversion to yellow,
fatty marrow is the epiphyses of the long bones, followed by the
diaphyses in young children and metaphyses in older children.
The last change is in the proximal metaphyses of the proximal
long bones, with residual red marrow often seen in teens and
young adults. The axial skeleton, including the spine and pelvis,
converts to red marrow over a slower course. The fluid-
sensitive, fat-suppressed sequences such as T2-weighted fast
spin echo and short-inversion-time inversion recovery, provide

high sensitivity for detecting metastatic
lesions because of increased water content
and increased vascularity; however, sensi-
tivity may be decreased in children with
red marrow. The detection of metastases
is improved with the addition of 18F-FDG
PET, which increases the sensitivity from
82% to 96% (15). When compared with
normal marrow, bone marrow metastases
demonstrate increased 18F-FDG uptake,
low T1 signal (less than muscle or interver-
tebral disk as internal standards), increased
T2 signal, restricted diffusion, increased
water content, and increased contrast
enhancement on gadolinium-enhanced
MRI. Although one of these characteristics
might be masked, the rich information from
MRI allows for the detection of bone mar-
row metastases with higher accuracy than
is possible with bone marrow biopsies (16).
An example of how information from

PET/MRI helped in staging a patient is shown in Figure 2.
PET/MRI evaluation of pulmonary lesions is challenging; in

fact, diagnostic MRI of the lungs is difficult to perform because
of the inherent low proton density in the lungs, resulting in a low
signal-to-noise ratio, cardiac and respiratory motion artifacts,
and susceptibility artifacts at the tissue–air interface. Hence,
for characterization of small pulmonary nodules, additional chest
CT may be useful (17).

PET/MRI of Children with Lymphoma
18F-FDG PET is preferred for evaluation of lymphoma (18). Most

children with lymphoma have excellent long-term survival (19), and
minimizing ionizing radiation exposure is particularly important in these
patients. 18F-FDG PET/MRI and PET/CT demonstrated equivalent
diagnostic performance for detection, classification, Ann Arbor staging,
and treatment response assessment of pediatric lymphoma (6,20,21).
There is a strong correlation between PET/MRI- and PET/CT-

derived SUV. SUVs on PET/MRI based on segmented attenuation
maps are lower than those on PET/CT using transmission-based
attenuation correction (6,20,22,23). Only a few studies reported
higher SUVs on PET/MRI than on PET/CT, and that was attributed
to 18F-FDG trapping in the tumor due to an extended uptake time
(21). Since differences in SUV occurred in a systematic fashion,
they are not clinically relevant as long as the same modality is
used for a given patient.

18F-FDG PET is superior to core biopsy in the detection of bone
marrow involvement (16). Heacock et al. suggested that PET/MRI
had an advantage in the detection of bonemarrow disease and enhan-
ces diagnostic confidence (22). The detection of bone marrow
involvement can facilitate earlier aggressive treatment. At some
institutions, bone marrow core biopsy can be avoided if PET/MRI
is negative for marrow involvement (24).
Sensitivity is lower for 18F-FDG PET/MRI than for PET/CT in

detecting subcentimeter lung nodules (17); however, lung involve-
ment by lymphoma could be successfully depicted on PET/MRI,
because these nodules are typically larger and 18F-FDG–avid (21).

PET/MRI of Children with Sarcoma
For many children with solid malignancies, including pediatric

patients with osteogenic and soft-tissue sarcomas, MRI is already

FIGURE 1. 18F-FDG PET/MRI helps to characterize activity in tonsils and stage patients with lym-
phoma. (A and B) Axial T2-weighted fat-saturated fast-spin-echo (FSE) image (A) and 18F-FDG PET
image (B) of 15-y-old boy with follicular lymphoma show symmetric morphology and marked 18F-
FDG uptake of both tonsils with reactive hyperplasia. (C and D) Axial T2-weighted FSE image (C)
and 18F-FDGPET image (D) of 4-y-old girl with large B-cell lymphoma demonstrate asymmetric glob-
ular enlargement and relatively less intensive 18F-FDG uptake of left tonsil (arrows). Tonsillectomy
revealed large B-cell lymphoma in left tonsil and reactive tissue in right tonsil. Intrinsic uptake in tonsil
ismoreavid than lymphomatous involvementonsecondpatient.Radiologistsmustbecognizantof this
caveat and integrate metabolic and morphologic information to increase diagnostic accuracy.
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the clinical standard for local staging. In these patients, integrated
18F-FDG PET/MRI can provide local and whole-body staging in
one session (Fig. 3). Diffusion-weighted MRI can predict tumor

therapy response better than changes in tumor size or MR contrast
enhancement (25,26). Patients with sarcomas who responded to che-
motherapy demonstrated increasing tumor apparent diffusion coeffi-
cient (ADC) values, while nonresponders demonstrated stable or
decreasing ADC values (26,27). We discovered that chemotherapy
first decreases glucose metabolism and then increases hydrogen pro-
ton diffusion in solid tumors (28). At 8–12 wk after the start of ther-
apy, most sarcomas demonstrate an excellent agreement between
changes in SUV and apparent diffusion coefficients (29). It is not
known if patients with a metabolic response on 18F-FDG PET, but
a delayed response on diffusion-weighted imaging, have worse out-
comes than patients with a concordant response on both imaging
modalities.
PET/MRI can also improve monitoring of pediatric tumors after

immunotherapy (29). Cotreatment with drugs that stimulate marrow
reconversion (e.g., granulocyte colony-stimulating factor) can mask
metastases. Intravenously administered ferumoxytol nanoparticles
are taken up by normal bone marrow and not tumor in the early
(0–1 h) postcontrast phase and, thereby, can improve tumor detec-
tion (30,31).
In the future, earlier identification of nonresponders might

help prevent side effects from ineffective therapies. Osteosarco-
mas contain high quantities of tumor-associated macrophages
(TAM) and have shown an impressive response to TAM-
targeted immunotherapies in mouse models (32,33). CD47
monoclonal antibodies activate TAM to phagocytose cancer
cells (34–38). Treatment with CD47 monoclonal antibodies sig-
nificantly inhibited tumor growth and increased survival in mice
with bone and soft-tissue sarcomas (36,39,40). We showed that

ferumoxytol MRI can detect TAM in oste-
osarcomas in mouse models (40) and
patients (41) and can monitor TAM
response to CD47 monoclonal antibodies
(42).

PET/MRI of Children with
Neurofibromatosis Type 1
In patients with neurofibromatosis type 1,

which is a cancer predisposition syndrome,
MRI provides a detailed depiction of periph-
eral neurofibromata and central nervous sys-
tem lesions (43). However, MRI provides
limited accuracy in detecting lesion transfor-
mation into malignant peripheral nerve
sheath tumors (MPNSTs) (44). 18F-FDG
PET can add information about increased
glucose metabolism in MPNSTs (Fig. 4)
(43,45,46). Higher 18F-FDG uptake has
been shown in MPNSTs than in benign neu-
rofibromatosis type 1 lesions, with sug-
gested SUV cutoffs ranging between
approximately 2.5 and 6 (43,45–48).
With respect to MRI, different parame-

ters such as rapid growth, ill-defined mar-
gins, and large size have been suggested
as potentially discriminative between
benign lesions and MPNSTs. (49). Lesion

apparent diffusion coefficient can reflect increased cellularity in
MPNSTs, with overall inconclusive results regarding its added
benefit (43,44,50). Recent studies have also assessed the

FIGURE 2. 18F-FDG PET/MRI detects tumor invasion into spinal canal in
18-mo-old boy with metastasized germ cell tumor. (A) Sagittal short-inver-
sion-time inversion recovery image, fused with simultaneously acquired
18F-FDG PET image, demonstrates presacral mass (red arrow), which
extends into spinal canal. Also noted is 18F-FDG–avid lesion in S1 vertebra
(yellow arrow) and extradural focus posterior to L4 vertebra (blue arrow). (B)
Axial T2-weighted fast-recovery fast-spin-echo fat-saturated image shows
soft-tissuemass entering spinal canal (red arrow). Alsonotedaremetastatic
lesions in S1 (yellow arrow) and right paraspinal muscle (orange arrow). (C)
Fast-recovery fast-spin-echo fat-saturated image fused with 18F-FDG PET
image shows hypermetabolism of all lesions. Information from PET/MRI
helped in staging by showing metastatic disease and extent of disease in
spinal canal, hence impacting patientmanagement. Patient started chemo-
therapy right after PET/MRI.

FIGURE 3. 18F-FDG PET/MRI accurately stages rhabdomyosarcoma in 9-y-old girl. (A and B)
Maximum-intensity projection of 18F-FDG PET scan (A) and 18F-FDG PET/MRI scan (B) show avid
18F-FDG uptake in lesion in thigh adductor muscles (blue arrow) and tiny additional 18F-FDG–avid
lymph node in lateral thigh (yellow arrow). MRI helps to exclude any bone marrow disease or cortical
invasion. (C and D) Axial contrast-enhanced fat-saturated T1-weighted MRI scan (C) and 18F-FDG
PET/MRI scan (D) demonstrate relation between primary tumor (arrow) and superficial and deep fem-
oral artery and vein. (E andF)Axial contrast-enhanced fat-saturatedT1-weightedMRI scan (E) and 18F-
FDGPET/MRI scan (F) demonstrate small lymph node (arrow) posterior to vastus lateralis muscle. Pri-
mary tumor and lymph node were resected and positive for sarcoma.
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potential role of radiomic analyses on PET and MR images for
the detection of MPNST (46,51).
First studies investigating the value of integrated 18F-FDG PET/MRI

in neurofibromatosis type 1 confirmed the diagnostic roles of 18F-FDG
PET/MRI for lesion characterization and treatment planning (43,45). In
addition, these studies emphasize further advantages of PET/MRI over
sequential PET/CT and MRI, including optimal alignment of MRI and
PET in cases ofmultiple neurofibromas that are closely related, compre-
hensive examinationof the central nervous systemandperipheral lesions

in a single examination, and significantly
reduced diagnostic radiation exposure for
patients who need multiple scans during their
lifetime.
Table 1 summarizes PET/MRI basic pro-

tocols for pediatric oncology in 4 different
medical centers, and Table 2 describes the
advantages of PET/MRI over PET/CT in
the management of pediatric cancer and pre-
disposition syndromes.

Infection or Inflammatory Diseases in
Pediatric Cancer Evaluation
Both infectious and inflammatory etiolo-

gies can coexist in children with cancer
and complicate assessment of PET/MRI
images. It is critical to be able to recognize

entities that are most likely attributed to nonneoplastic causes.
In the head and neck region, a sinusitis, otitis, or odontogenic

infection can demonstrate hypermetabolic activity; MRI provides
structural and functional contrast in soft tissues, helping in the dif-
ferential diagnosis with neoplastic lesions.
Intrathoracic infection and inflammation are commonly encoun-

tered in pediatric PET/MRI oncologic evaluations; pneumonia can
often present as a masslike region and can be recognized on the basis
of the segmental distribution of hypermetabolic activity as shown in

FIGURE4. 18F-FDGPET/MRIenabled image-informedsurgical planning in 21-y-oldpatientwithneu-
rofibromatosis type 1. From left to right: axial fat-saturated T2-weighted image through pelvis reveals
heterogeneous lesion infiltratingsacrum (arrow); 18F-FDGPET fusedwithT2-weightedMRIscanshows
increased glucose metabolism of sacral lesion (SUVmax 5 6; arrow); axial contrast-enhanced fat-satu-
rated T1-weighted MRI scan shows heterogeneous tumor enhancement (arrow); apparent diffusion
coefficient map demonstrates restricted diffusion of lesion with mean apparent diffusion coefficient
of 0.85�1023mm2s,which issuggestiveofMPNST.Curative treatmentofMPNST iscriticallydependent
on early detection. Combined information from 18F-FDG PET and diffusion-weighted MRI led to tumor
resection and histologic confirmation of MPNST.

TABLE 1
18F-FDG PET/MRI Basic Protocols for Pediatric Oncology at 4 Different Medical Centers

Institution, scanner model,
and FOV Basic protocol for children

PET/MRI acquisition time
and injected dose Chest CT

Children’s Hospital of
Philadelphia; GE
Healthcare Signa (TOF);
FOV, WB

WB MRAC axial 3D T1 spoiled
gradient echo (LAVA Flex);
axial FRFSE Flex WB
diffusion-weighted imaging
(b 5 50, 400, 800) (no
intravenous contrast); local
imaging if required

Varies with patient height;
WB scan; 30–60 min; PET,
3 min/bed $ 5 y or 4 min/
bed , 5 y; injected dose,
3.7 MBq/kg

Required

Children’s Wisconsin; GE
Healthcare Signa (TOF);
FOV, WB

WB MRAC; axial 3D T1 spoiled
gradient echo (LAVA Flex)
(sagittal and coronal
reformats); axial FRFSE Flex
(no intravenous contrast);
local imaging if required

Varies with patient height;
WB scan , 30 min; PET, 3
min/bed; injected dose:
2.96 MBq/kg

Only for small lung lesions

University of T€ubingen;
Siemens Biograph mMR;
FOV, WB

WB MRAC; contrast-enhanced
axial 3D T1 Dixon spoiled
gradient echo (VIBE); WB
STIR coronal; WB DWI (b 5
50,800); local imaging if
required

Varies with patient height;
WB scan, 45–90 min; PET,
6 min/bed; injected dose,
3.7 MBq/kg

Only if therapeutic
consequence is
possible (e.g., resection
of lung metastases in
sarcoma)

Stanford University; GE
Healthcare Signa (TOF);
FOV, WB

WB MRAC; contrast-enhanced
axial 3D T1 spoiled gradient
echo (LAVA Flex); axial
FRFSE Flex; WB DWI (b 5
50, 600 or 800); local imaging
if required

Varies with patient height;
WB scan, 602 90 min;
PET, 4 min/bed; injected
dose, 3.7 MBq/kg

Only if therapeutic
consequence is
possible

Typical WB PET/CT acquisition time for protocols mentioned in table is less than 30 min.
TOF5 time of flight; FOV5 field of view;WB5whole body; MRAC5MRI attenuation correction; 3D5 3-dimensional; T15 T1-weighted;

LAVA 5 Dixon liver acquisition with volume acquisition; Flex 5 fat/water separation; FRFSE 5 fast relaxation fast spin echo; bed 5 bed
position; VIBE5 volumetric interpolated breath-hold examination; DWI5 diffusion-weighted imaging; STIR5 short-inversion-time inversion
recovery.
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Supplemental Figure 1 (supplemental materials are available at
http://jnm.snmjournals.org) (52). Radiation pneumonitis is another
acute inflammatory process that needs to be recognized and usually
occurs about 3–6 mo after completion of radiotherapy.
In the gastrointestinal system, gastritis, enteritis, appendicitis, and

colitis can present as diffuse segmental hypermetabolic activity (53).
MRI can help in differentiating 18F-FDG activity in the abdomen, by
the assessment of mural signal intensity and enhancement specific to
both active and chronic inflammatory changes (54).
There are a wide range of infectious and inflammatory conditions

that can present with hypermetabolic activity on 18F-FDG PET/MRI
pediatric evaluations. Differentiating infectious findings from neo-
plasms is critical to avoid mischaracterization and to expedite symp-
tom management.

RESEARCH APPLICATIONS OF PET/MRI IN CHILDREN
WITH CANCER

Identifying Responders to New Immunotherapies Can
Improve Outcomes
Integration of molecular and cellular immunotherapies in onco-

logic practice has transformed cancer treatment. Immunotherapeutic
antibodies that include anti–programmed death-ligand 1 (55) and
cell-based agents, such as chimeric antigen receptors T cells (56),
aim to redirect the immune system to eradicate tumors. Molecular
imaging methods can classify responders and nonresponders, mon-
itor on/off target effects, and elucidate the mechanism of action and
distribution of cellular therapeutics.
Radiotracer-based techniques have been used for many years to

label white blood cells and detect inflammation (57,58). Therapeutic
immune cells can be directly radiolabeled for PET imaging (59) or
labeled with iron oxide nanoparticles for MRI (60). These rapid
and relatively simple methods do not require genetic manipulation.
However, dilution or efflux of the label can result in signal dissipa-
tion, thereby limiting the imaging time course. By contrast, reporter

gene imaging enables long-term measurements of the biologic fate
of the therapeutic cells (61,62). The most commonly used PET
reporter gene for visualizing T cells is the herpes simplex virus
type 1 thymidine kinase (63). Although genetic modification of
immune cells with reporter genes ensures the propagation of the
gene to daughter cells during cellular division, immunogenicity in
patients has been observed (64).
Assessments of responses to cancer immunotherapy incorporate

existing RECIST (65) and immune-related RECIST used in immu-
notherapy trials (66). Immunotherapy can lead to immune cell acti-
vation in the tumor, transient tumor swelling, increased MRI
contrast enhancement, and increased 18F-FDG metabolic activity
in solid tumors, referred to as pseudoprogression (67,68). Advanced
PET/MRI approaches might help to differentiate tumor progression
from pseudoprogession (69).
The use of clinical PET/MRI to image immunotherapy response is

described in Supplemental Figure 2 (70).

Theranostics for Children
Classic chemotherapy affects both tumors and normal tissues,

leading to significant side effects. New receptor-targeted therapeu-
tics, including small chemical molecules and peptides, antibodies,
and nanoparticles, have recently gained a lot of attention (71)
because they provide higher molecular-target specificity, increased
tumor accumulation, and fewer side effects. Theranostic agents,
which comprise a diagnostic and a therapeutic drug, can be used
for patient stratification and image-guided therapy. Both PET and
MRI theranostic agents have been studied in children with cancer
(72–74). From the PET side, DOTATATE compounds have recently
been evaluated in children with refractory neuroblastoma (72). A
high correlation between 68Ga-DOTATATE PET findings and
somatostatin receptor type 2 expression in the tumor was reported,
and the subsequent peptide receptor radionuclide therapy showed
promising results (72). An example of 68Ga-DOTATATE PET/
MRI is shown in Supplemental Figure 3.

TABLE 2
Advantages of PET/MRI over PET/CT

Tumor type Advantage

Overall Simultaneous PET and MRI acquisition (precise registration of MRI and PET)

One-stop local and whole-body staging

Decreased ionizing radiation

Reduced number of total examinations

Better characterization of incidental findings

More accurate measurement of lesions than with unenhanced CT

Lymphoma Increased sensitivity to detect bone marrow involvement

Avoidance of core biopsy if PET/MRI results are negative

Reduced dose of ionizing radiation (particularly important for patients with therapy-refractory disease
who need multiple scans to closely monitor treatment efficacy)

Neurofibromatosis
1 and MPNST

Detailed depiction of peripheral neurofibromata and central nervous system

Optimal alignment of MRI and PET in cases of multiple neurofibromas

Comprehensive examination of central nervous system and peripheral lesions in single examination

Sarcoma Better characterization of bones and soft tissues

Higher sensitivity for bone marrow metastases

Improved monitoring of pediatric tumors after immunotherapy
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From the MRI side, superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles
can be used to carry therapeutic drugs or genes into tumors (73),
and both radiolabeled and iron-labeled nanoparticles have been
used for imaging of TAM (74). Integration of these TAM imaging
approaches into whole-body PET/MRI restaging protocols would
allowmonitoring of both metabolic and TAM responses to immuno-
therapy in a single examination.
Novel hybrid PET/MRI contrast agents (created by adding a

radioisotope to an MRI contrast agent) are under development in
preclinical settings (75). So far, they have been tested mostly for
stem cell monitoring, Wilms tumor, and tumor angiogenesis (75)
and might be used in the future as theranostic agents.

CONCLUSION

PET/MRI is a safe, sensitive, and efficient imaging technology for
cancer evaluation in children, combining metabolic information
with high spatial resolution and high soft-tissue contrast while reduc-
ing radiation exposure compared with PET/CT. Performing PET/
MRI as a 1-stop imaging technique reduces the need for repetitive
anesthesia or sedation and decreases the overall scan time as com-
pared with performing the 2 imaging studies separately.
Integrated PET/MRI is useful for staging and restaging of solid

tumors in children and may be helpful for assessing response to
novel immunotherapies. Novel developments include personalized
treatments with theranostic nanoparticles and radiolabeled peptides.
Future directions should focus on improving the detection of small
pulmonary nodules, the time- and cost-effectiveness of combined
whole-body and local scans, and accessibility to them.
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